
Physical Education

Term A1 EYFS
Term 1: Me and My World

Term 2: Farming

KS1
Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and

agility)

LKS2
Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and

agility)

UKS2
Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and

agility)
Teacher-led: Swimming

Skills Term 1: Me and My World
- Be able to assess basic risks so that they can
move around a busy room or outdoor area
safely
- Be able to climb small heights using outdoor
equipment
- Share equipment with others, including
taking turns
- Use bicycles and tricycles confidently,
including stopping and starting at appropriate
times
Term 2: Farming
- Assess equipment and natural materials for
suitability for digging and building
- Have strength to dig small holes in the
ground or sand

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Introduce aiming with accuracy
- Introduce power and speed when sending a
ball
- Introduce stopping and sending a ball
- Recap moving with a ball using our feet
- Apply dribbling into games
- Explore kicking and passing
- Apply throwing with accuracy to a throw-in
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Combe big and small movements with wide
and narrow and curled and transition between
them
- Add movements together in a sequence

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Apply skills and tactics to a game situation
- Refine passing and receiving in space
- Develop passing, moving and shooting
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Complete a forward roll and land on feet
- Balance on one foot
- Climb a set of wall bars

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Dribble a football between cones
- Perform a drop kick
- Consolidate keeping possession
- Apply attacking and defending skills in
competitive games situations
- Analyse, modify and refine skills and
techniques
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance
- Perform a sequence of one footed leaps
- Perform a synchronised gymnastics
sequence as part of a group
Teacher-led: Swimming
- Swim 10m with clothing on
- Exit the water without using steps
- Swim 25m using any stroke
- Perform a range of movements in deep
water demonstrating confidence and
competence
Y6: Woodlands Outdoor Adventure
Residential
- Cope well and react positively when
things become difficult.
- Persevere with a task and improve
performance through regular practice
- Cooperate well with others and give
helpful feedback
- Help organise roles and responsibilities
and guide a small group through a task
- Show patience and support to others,
listening well to them

Knowledge for
Retention

Term 1: Me and My World
- Know and talk about factors that support
overall health and wellbeing, for example
physical activity and healthy eating

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Recognise and talk about how their body feels
when still and during exercise
- Know the basic rules of football

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Know which skills and techniques they are
applying and use to improve performance

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Know how to evaluate performance
using subject specific vocabulary
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- Know what can be a hazard in the classroom
and in the outside area and how to avoid
these
- Understand how to thread a bead onto a
string
- Know how to tie a basic knot in a piece of
string
Term 2: Farming
- Know how to be a safe pedestrian, for
example to stop and look both ways before
crossing a road
- Know which tools might be used for work
outdoors, for example brushes for sweeping or
spades for digging
- Understand how to dig in sand and mud and
know that a bigger tool will do this more
quickly
- Know and understand the basics of where
our food comes from

- Understand that different players in a team
play different roles
- Know that it is a foul to use your hands in
football
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Know how to carry and place equipment with
adult input and supervision
- Recognise and describe what their bodies feel
like during different paced activities.
- Recognise and name some larger pieces of
gymnastic equipment, for example bars, mats,
benches

- Know that there are eleven players on a
football team
- Know the names of some of the positions,
for example defender, goalkeeper
- Know where on the pitch each position
should stand
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Know that a set of movements in a
gymnastic routine is called a sequence
- Understand symmetry within gymnastics
- Name and identify some movements for
example roll, balance, cartwheel

- Explain what happens to our body during
and after exercise
- Begin to understand the offside rule in
football
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Know and explain what happens to our
body during and after exercise
- Know how a synchronised gymnastics
routine works and which movements to
apply
- Name and identify some more complex
movements, for example handspring,
roundoff, vault
Teacher-led: Swimming
- Know and explain what happens to our
body during and after exercise
- Understand how to set realistic personal
goals and reflect on these regularly
Y6: Woodlands Outdoor Adventure
Residential
- Know some of the basic equipment
needed for a range of outdoor pursuits,
for example cliff walking, orienteering,
canoeing
- Know some of the safety features of
outdoor pursuits, for example crash
helmets
- Understand the pulley and rope system
for climbing

National Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Me and My World
- Revise and refine the fundamental
movement skills they have already acquired:
rolling, crawling, walking, jumping, running,
hopping, skipping, climbing
- Further develop the skills they need to
manage the school day successfully: lining up
and queuing, mealtimes
- Confidently and safely use a range of large
and small apparatus indoors and outside,
alone and in a group.
- Develop overall body-strength, balance,
coordination and agility
- Use their core muscle strength to achieve a
good posture when sitting at a table or sitting
on the floor.

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Master basic movements including running,
jumping, throwing and catching
- Participate in team games, developing simple
tactics for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Develop balance, agility and coordination,
and begin to apply these in a range of activities

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

Teacher-led: Swimming
- Swim competently, confidently and
proficiently over a distance of at least 25
metres
- Use a range of strokes effectively [for
example, front crawl, backstroke and
breaststroke]
- Perform safe self-rescue in different
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- Progress towards a more fluent style of
moving, with developing control and grace.
- Develop their small motor skills so that they
can use a range of tools competently, safely
and confidently. Suggested tools: pencils for
drawing and writing, paintbrushes, scissors,
knives, forks and spoons.
Term 2: Farming
- Combine different movements with ease and
fluency.
- Confidently and safely use a range of large
and small apparatus indoors and outside,
alone and in a group.
- Develop overall body-strength, balance,
coordination and agility.

water-based situations.
- Compare their performances with
previous ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve their personal
best
Y6: Woodlands Outdoor Adventure
Residential
- Take part in outdoor and adventurous
activity challenges both individually and
within a team

Vocabulary Term 1: Me and My World
health, wellbeing, body parts, safety, landing,
team, challenge
Term 2: Farming
dig, build, thread, under, over, behind,
beneath, beside

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
dribble, kicking, passing, team, goal
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
balance, gymnast, jog, jump, narrow, perform,
roll, skip, strength

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
corner, goalkeeper, position, defender,
striker
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
sequence, shadowing, symmetry, control

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
draw, extra time, foul, handball,
midfielders, offside, penalty, substitute
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
coordination, agility, flexibility, unison
Teacher-led: Swimming
arm rotation, distance, stamina, strokes:
back, front crawl, breaststroke, butterfly

Term A2 EYFS
Term 1: Once Upon a Time

Term 2: Castles and Dragons

KS1
Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)

LKS2
Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)

Teacher-led: Swimming

UKS2
Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)

Skills Term 1: Once Upon a Time
- Be able to incorporate jumping, hopping and
skipping in role play
- Discuss the movement they have used in role
play
- Be able to brush their teeth independently
using a manual toothbrush
- Discuss ways to stay healthy
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Be able to select and use building materials
to create structures
- Be able to use smaller tools to make more
precise markings
- Use coordination skills to climb small heights,

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Be able to respond to rhythm
- Independently create a movement sequence
- Create imaginative movements
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Develop bouncing with control
- Introduce aiming with accuracy
- Introduce power and speed when sending a
ball
- Introduce stopping and sending a ball
- Be able to send a ball backwards while
running

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Skip forward in a fluid motion
- Perform a side-stepping gallop
- Be able to compose a short routine
independently and in a group to perform
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Kick a ball accurately
- Apply skills and tactics to a game situation
- Develop passing, moving and creating
space
- Develop defending and attacking in game
situations
Teacher-led: Swimming
- Jump into the pool and submerge

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance
- Perform a sequence of one footed leaps
- Gallop with a fluid motion
- Perform dances using a range of
movement patterns
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Apply attacking and defending skills in
competitive games situations
- Participate in recognised activities and
games with skills and precision showing
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including using strength and agility to use
hands and feet in partnership

- Sink, push away from the wall and glide
underwater
- Submerge fully to pick up an object from
the bottom of the pool

creativity with tactics and strategy
- Perform a drop kick
- Analyse, modify and refine skills and
techniques
- Consolidate passing and moving

Knowledge for
Retention

Term 1: Once Upon a Time
- Know that it is important to keep your teeth
and mouth healthy
- Know some of the ways to keep your teeth
healthy, for example brushing them twice a
day
- Know that hopping is using one leg and
jumping is using two
- Know the difference between running and
skipping
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Know that small tools make smaller imprints,
for example using a fine paintbrush will make
a thinner line than a thick paintbrush
- Understand the uses of some basic design
technology tools, for example a stapler,
scissors and glue
- Know how to be safe when using larger
outdoor equipment, for example only climbing
when

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Recognise and talk about how their body feels
when still and during exercise
- Understand the basic importance or warm up
and cool down
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Recognise and talk about how their body feels
when still and during exercise
- Know that the ball is passed backwards in a
rugby game
- Know the difference between the shape of a
rugby ball and other balls
- Know that points in rugby are scored by
running over a line with the ball

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Know some of the basic genres of dance,
for example street dance, ballet, tap
- Understand how rhythm and beat play a
part in composing dance routines
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Know that it is a foul to pass the ball
forward during a rugby game
- Understand that a goal in rugby is called a
try and is worth five points
- Know the basic positions used in a rugby
match
Teacher-led: Swimming
- Have a reasonable knowledge of water
safety
- Recognise and name each of the main
strokes

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Know how to create a group dance using
mirroring
- Know how dance is used to interpret
stories or expressions and understand
how to create these
- Understand orientation in the context of
dance
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Know that a try can be converted for
three additional points
- Know that a field goal is worth three
points
- Understand what is meant by an
obstruction

National Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Once Upon a Time
- Revise and refine the fundamental
movement skills they have already acquired:
rolling, crawling, walking, jumping, running,
hopping, skipping, climbing
- Confidently and safely use a range of large
and small apparatus indoors and outside,
alone and in a group.
- Develop overall body-strength, balance,
coordination and agility
- Develop their small motor skills so that they
can use a range of tools competently, safely
and confidently. Suggested tools: pencils for
drawing and writing, paintbrushes, scissors,
knives, forks and spoons.
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Confidently and safely use a range of large
and small apparatus indoors and outside,
alone and in a group.

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Develop balance, agility and coordination,
and begin to apply these in a range of activities
- Perform dances using simple movement
patterns
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Master basic movements including running,
jumping, throwing and catching
- Participate in team games, developing simple
tactics for attacking and defending

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

- Perform dances using a range of movement

patterns

Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Swimming
- Swim competently, confidently and
proficiently over a distance of at least 25
metres
- Use a range of strokes effectively [for
example, front crawl, backstroke and
breaststroke]
- Perform safe self-rescue in different
water-based situations.

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

- Perform dances using a range of

movement patterns

Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and defending
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- Develop overall body-strength, balance,
coordination and agility.
- Further develop and refine a range of ball
skills including: throwing, catching, kicking,
passing, batting, and aiming.
- Develop confidence, competence, precision
and accuracy when engaging in activities that
involve a ball.

- Compare their performances with previous
ones and demonstrate improvement to
achieve their personal best

Vocabulary Term 1: Once Upon a Time
teeth, mouth, health, clean, hop, skip, jump,
throw, catch
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
tools, scissors, stapler, stick, climb, forward,
backwards, sideways, left, right

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
levels, motif, rhythm, sequence
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
accuracy, control, attach, defend, speed, try

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
beat, energy, focus, genre, levels
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
attack, forward pass, foul, half way line,
knock on
Teacher-led: Swimming
arm rotation, distance, stamina, strokes:
back, front crawl, breaststroke, butterfly

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
mirroring, movement, orientation, rhythm
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
obstruction, tag belts, touch line, try line,
conversion, referee

Term A3 EYFS
Term 1: Julia Donaldson
Term 2: My Blue Planet

KS1
Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports

Teacher-led: Athletics

LKS2
Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports

Teacher-led: Athletics

UKS2
Sports Coach-led: Cricket

Teacher-led: Athletics

Skills Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Hold a pencil or pen correctly and show the
beginnings of a handwriting style
- Select and use small tools that are
appropriate for a task, for example a cotton
bud for making dots
Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Be able to run within a lane for short
distances
- Throw short distances towards a target with
increasing accuracy
- Catch a ball or bean bag thrown from a short
distance

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Recap jumping
- Developing jumping
- Jumping circuits: explore how jumping affects
our bodies
- Explore skipping
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Use their bodies and a variety of equipment
with greater control and coordination
- Explore and throw a variety of objects with
one hand
- Jump from a stationary position with control
- Change speed and direction whilst running

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance
- Analyse, modify and refine skills and
techniques
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Run at speed over a distance
- Throw a range of traditional athletic objects
across a distance with accuracy
- Take an accurate run-up to a jumping
activity

Sports Coach-led: Cricket
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Consolidate batting, fielding and bowling
- Participate in recognised activities and
games with skills and precision showing
creativity with tactics and strategy
- Strike a ball with a range of bats for
accuracy and distance
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance
- Analyse, modify and refine skills and
techniques

Knowledge for
Retention

Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Know what an accurate pencil or pen grip
looks like
- Understand the basics of a handwriting style
- Know which small tools and large tools are
appropriate for which activity

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Identify foods that contain different vitamins
- Know the importance of taking medicines
- Explain how to stay safe in the sun
- Identify the 5 food types
- Begin to understand how to stop germs

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Understand what makes a balanced,
healthy diet
- Explain the benefits of regular exercise on
the body

Sports Coach-led: Cricket
- Know the positions in a game of cricket,
for example bowler, fielder, batter
- Understand the role of the backstop and
umpire
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Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Understand the concept of racing
- Know how to achieve a personal best and
how to build on this

- Understand the importance of maintaining
your teeth
- Identify some large bones and muscles
- Identify the importance of our senses
- Understand why the brain, lungs and heart
are important
- Understand how our body heals itself
- Understand that exercise is good for our body
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Recognise and talk about how their body feels
when still and during exercise
- Know that races are run in lanes
- Understand how far some basic athletic
distances are, for example 100m

- Know the importance of keeping a healthy
body - taking medicines, using the correct
instructions, cleaning teeth, vitamin D from
the sun but also staying safe
- Understand the functions of the body –
muscles, bones, organs
- Identify stress and stressful situations
- Understand the importance of mental
health
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Know the traditional distances for an
athletic competition
- Understand the setup of a 4 x 100m relay
and the role of the baton
- Understand the basic difference between a
track and a field event

- Know the terminology for different
amounts of runs, for example a six or
century
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Use scientific language to explain the
importance of different minerals and
vitamins
- Identify how foods should be eaten for
nutritional purposes and how food can
affect our organs
- Understand how much exercise is
needed to burn off food
- Explain why sleep is so important
- Know what techniques should be
employed for different distances of
running, for example 100m sprint of cross
country
- Know and identify different standard
athletic throwing events, for example shot
put, javelin, hammer throw,
- Know and identify different standard
athletic jumping events, for example high
jump, long jump, triple jump

National Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Develop the foundations of a handwriting
style which is fast, accurate and efficient.
- Use their core muscle strength to achieve a
good posture when sitting at a table or sitting
on the floor.
- Develop their small motor skills so that they
can use a range of tools competently, safely
and confidently. Suggested tools: pencils for
drawing and writing, paintbrushes, scissors,
knives, forks and spoons.
Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Confidently and safely use a range of large
and small apparatus indoors and outside,
alone and in a group.
- Develop overall body-strength, balance,
coordination and agility.
- Further develop and refine a range of ball
skills including: throwing, catching, kicking,
passing, batting, and aiming.
- Develop confidence, competence, precision
and accuracy when engaging in activities that
involve a ball.

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Master basic movements including running,
jumping, throwing and catching
- Participate in team games, developing simple
tactics for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Master basic movements including running,
jumping, throwing and catching

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and defending
- Take part in outdoor and adventurous
activity challenges both individually and
within a team
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

- Compare their performances with previous
ones and demonstrate improvement to
achieve their personal best

Sports Coach-led: Cricket
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

- Compare their performances with
previous ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve their personal
best
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- Revise and refine the fundamental
movement skills they have already acquired:
rolling, crawling, walking, jumping, running,
hopping, skipping, climbing
- Progress towards a more fluent style of
moving, with developing control and grace.

Vocabulary Term 1: Julia Donaldson
thick, fine, create, handwriting, neat
Term 2: My Blue Planet
catch, throw, run, jump, lane, compete, race

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
speed, power, tactics, bones, exercise, health,
hygiene, muscles
Teacher-led: Athletics
accuracy, coordination, distance, height, speed

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
aerobic system, cardio, flexibility, lifestyle,
pulse, strength
Teacher-led: Athletics
athlete, baton, hurdles, javelin, long
distance, long jump, relay, sprint

Sports Coach-led: Cricket
boundary, bowled, bowler, catch, century,
innings, no ball, over, wicket, wide
Teacher-led: Athletics
false start, track, field, triple jump, shot
put

Term B1 EYFS
Term 1: Me and My World

Term 2: Farming

KS1
Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and

agility)

LKS2
Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and

agility)

UKS2
Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and

agility)
Teacher-led: Swimming

Skills Term 1: Me and My World
- Be able to assess basic risks so that they can
move around a busy room or outdoor area
safely
- Be able to climb small heights using outdoor
equipment
- Share equipment with others, including
taking turns
- Use bicycles and tricycles confidently,
including stopping and starting at appropriate
times
Term 2: Farming
- Assess equipment and natural materials for
suitability for digging and building
- Have strength to dig small holes in the
ground or sand

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Introduce aiming with accuracy
- Introduce power and speed when sending a
ball
- Introduce stopping and sending a ball
- Recap moving with a ball using our feet
- Apply dribbling into games
- Explore kicking and passing
- Apply throwing with accuracy to a throw-in
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Combe big and small movements with wide
and narrow and curled and transition between
them
- Add movements together in a sequence

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Apply skills and tactics to a game situation
- Refine passing and receiving in space
- Develop passing, moving and shooting
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Complete a forward roll and land on feet
- Balance on one foot
- Climb a set of wall bars

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Dribble a football between cones
- Perform a drop kick
- Consolidate keeping possession
- Apply attacking and defending skills in
competitive games situations
- Analyse, modify and refine skills and
techniques
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance
- Perform a sequence of one footed leaps
- Perform a synchronised gymnastics
sequence as part of a group
Teacher-led: Swimming
- Swim 10m with clothing on
- Exit the water without using steps
- Swim 25m using any stroke
- Perform a range of movements in deep
water demonstrating confidence and
competence
Y6: Woodlands Outdoor Adventure
Residential
- Cope well and react positively when
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things become difficult.
- Persevere with a task and improve
performance through regular practice
- Cooperate well with others and give
helpful feedback
- Help organise roles and responsibilities
and guide a small group through a task
- Show patience and support to others,
listening well to them

Knowledge for
Retention

Term 1: Me and My World
- Know and talk about factors that support
overall health and wellbeing, for example
physical activity and healthy eating
- Know what can be a hazard in the classroom
and in the outside area and how to avoid
these
- Understand how to thread a bead onto a
string
- Know how to tie a basic knot in a piece of
string
Term 2: Farming
- Know how to be a safe pedestrian, for
example to stop and look both ways before
crossing a road
- Know which tools might be used for work
outdoors, for example brushes for sweeping or
spades for digging
- Understand how to dig in sand and mud and
know that a bigger tool will do this more
quickly
- Know and understand the basics of where
our food comes from

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Recognise and talk about how their body feels
when still and during exercise
- Know the basic rules of football
- Understand that different players in a team
play different roles
- Know that it is a foul to use your hands in
football
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Know how to carry and place equipment with
adult input and supervision
- Recognise and describe what their bodies feel
like during different paced activities.
- Recognise and name some larger pieces of
gymnastic equipment, for example bars, mats,
benches

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Know which skills and techniques they are
applying and use to improve performance
- Know that there are eleven players on a
football team
- Know the names of some of the positions,
for example defender, goalkeeper
- Know where on the pitch each position
should stand
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Know that a set of movements in a
gymnastic routine is called a sequence
- Understand symmetry within gymnastics
- Name and identify some movements for
example roll, balance, cartwheel

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Know how to evaluate performance
using subject specific vocabulary
- Explain what happens to our body during
and after exercise
- Begin to understand the offside rule in
football
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Know and explain what happens to our
body during and after exercise
- Know how a synchronised gymnastics
routine works and which movements to
apply
- Name and identify some more complex
movements, for example handspring,
roundoff, vault
Teacher-led: Swimming
- Know and explain what happens to our
body during and after exercise
- Understand how to set realistic personal
goals and reflect on these regularly
Y6: Woodlands Outdoor Adventure
Residential
- Know some of the basic equipment
needed for a range of outdoor pursuits,
for example cliff walking, orienteering,
canoeing
- Know some of the safety features of
outdoor pursuits, for example crash
helmets
- Understand the pulley and rope system
for climbing

National Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Me and My World

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Master basic movements including running,
jumping, throwing and catching

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
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- Revise and refine the fundamental
movement skills they have already acquired:
rolling, crawling, walking, jumping, running,
hopping, skipping, climbing
- Further develop the skills they need to
manage the school day successfully: lining up
and queuing, mealtimes
- Confidently and safely use a range of large
and small apparatus indoors and outside,
alone and in a group.
- Develop overall body-strength, balance,
coordination and agility
- Use their core muscle strength to achieve a
good posture when sitting at a table or sitting
on the floor.
- Progress towards a more fluent style of
moving, with developing control and grace.
- Develop their small motor skills so that they
can use a range of tools competently, safely
and confidently. Suggested tools: pencils for
drawing and writing, paintbrushes, scissors,
knives, forks and spoons.
Term 2: Farming
- Combine different movements with ease and
fluency.
- Confidently and safely use a range of large
and small apparatus indoors and outside,
alone and in a group.
- Develop overall body-strength, balance,
coordination and agility.

- Participate in team games, developing simple
tactics for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Develop balance, agility and coordination,
and begin to apply these in a range of activities

suitable for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

suitable for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

Teacher-led: Swimming
- Swim competently, confidently and
proficiently over a distance of at least 25
metres
- Use a range of strokes effectively [for
example, front crawl, backstroke and
breaststroke]
- Perform safe self-rescue in different
water-based situations.
- Compare their performances with
previous ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve their personal
best
Y6: Woodlands Outdoor Adventure
Residential
- Take part in outdoor and adventurous
activity challenges both individually and
within a team

Vocabulary Term 1: Me and My World
health, wellbeing, body parts, safety, landing,
team, challenge
Term 2: Farming
dig, build, thread, under, over, behind,
beneath, beside

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
dribble, kicking, passing, team, goal
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
balance, gymnast, jog, jump, narrow, perform,
roll, skip, strength

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
corner, goalkeeper, position, defender,
striker
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
sequence, shadowing, symmetry, control

Sports Coach-led: Football (Team games)
draw, extra time, foul, handball,
midfielders, offside, penalty, substitute
Teacher-led: Gymnastics (Movement and
agility)
coordination, agility, flexibility, unison
Teacher-led: Swimming
arm rotation, distance, stamina, strokes:
back, front crawl, breaststroke, butterfly

Term B2 EYFS
Term 1: Once Upon a Time

Term 2: Castles and Dragons

KS1
Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)

LKS2
Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)

Teacher-led: Swimming

UKS2
Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
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Skills Term 1: Once Upon a Time
- Be able to incorporate jumping, hopping and
skipping in role play
- Discuss the movement they have used in role
play
- Be able to brush their teeth independently
using a manual toothbrush
- Discuss ways to stay healthy
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Be able to select and use building materials
to create structures
- Be able to use smaller tools to make more
precise markings
- Use coordination skills to climb small heights,
including using strength and agility to use
hands and feet in partnership

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Be able to respond to rhythm
- Independently create a movement sequence
- Create imaginative movements
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Develop bouncing with control
- Introduce aiming with accuracy
- Introduce power and speed when sending a
ball
- Introduce stopping and sending a ball
- Be able to send a ball backwards while
running

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Skip forward in a fluid motion
- Perform a side-stepping gallop
- Be able to compose a short routine
independently and in a group to perform
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Kick a ball accurately
- Apply skills and tactics to a game situation
- Develop passing, moving and creating
space
- Develop defending and attacking in game
situations
Teacher-led: Swimming
- Jump into the pool and submerge
- Sink, push away from the wall and glide
underwater
- Submerge fully to pick up an object from
the bottom of the pool

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance
- Perform a sequence of one footed leaps
- Gallop with a fluid motion
- Perform dances using a range of
movement patterns
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Apply attacking and defending skills in
competitive games situations
- Participate in recognised activities and
games with skills and precision showing
creativity with tactics and strategy
- Perform a drop kick
- Analyse, modify and refine skills and
techniques
- Consolidate passing and moving

Knowledge for
Retention

Term 1: Once Upon a Time
- Know that it is important to keep your teeth
and mouth healthy
- Know some of the ways to keep your teeth
healthy, for example brushing them twice a
day
- Know that hopping is using one leg and
jumping is using two
- Know the difference between running and
skipping
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Know that small tools make smaller imprints,
for example using a fine paintbrush will make
a thinner line than a thick paintbrush
- Understand the uses of some basic design
technology tools, for example a stapler,
scissors and glue
- Know how to be safe when using larger
outdoor equipment, for example only climbing
when

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Recognise and talk about how their body feels
when still and during exercise
- Understand the basic importance or warm up
and cool down
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Recognise and talk about how their body feels
when still and during exercise
- Know that the ball is passed backwards in a
rugby game
- Know the difference between the shape of a
rugby ball and other balls
- Know that points in rugby are scored by
running over a line with the ball

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Know some of the basic genres of dance,
for example street dance, ballet, tap
- Understand how rhythm and beat play a
part in composing dance routines
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Know that it is a foul to pass the ball
forward during a rugby game
- Understand that a goal in rugby is called a
try and is worth five points
- Know the basic positions used in a rugby
match
Teacher-led: Swimming
- Have a reasonable knowledge of water
safety
- Recognise and name each of the main
strokes

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Know how to create a group dance using
mirroring
- Know how dance is used to interpret
stories or expressions and understand
how to create these
- Understand orientation in the context of
dance
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
- Know that a try can be converted for
three additional points
- Know that a field goal is worth three
points
- Understand what is meant by an
obstruction

National Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Once Upon a Time
- Revise and refine the fundamental
movement skills they have already acquired:
rolling, crawling, walking, jumping, running,
hopping, skipping, climbing

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Develop balance, agility and coordination,
and begin to apply these in a range of activities
- Perform dances using simple movement
patterns
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

- Perform dances using a range of movement

patterns

Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

- Perform dances using a range of

movement patterns

Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
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- Confidently and safely use a range of large
and small apparatus indoors and outside,
alone and in a group.
- Develop overall body-strength, balance,
coordination and agility
- Develop their small motor skills so that they
can use a range of tools competently, safely
and confidently. Suggested tools: pencils for
drawing and writing, paintbrushes, scissors,
knives, forks and spoons.
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Confidently and safely use a range of large
and small apparatus indoors and outside,
alone and in a group.
- Develop overall body-strength, balance,
coordination and agility.
- Further develop and refine a range of ball
skills including: throwing, catching, kicking,
passing, batting, and aiming.
- Develop confidence, competence, precision
and accuracy when engaging in activities that
involve a ball.

- Master basic movements including running,
jumping, throwing and catching
- Participate in team games, developing simple
tactics for attacking and defending

- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Swimming
- Swim competently, confidently and
proficiently over a distance of at least 25
metres
- Use a range of strokes effectively [for
example, front crawl, backstroke and
breaststroke]
- Perform safe self-rescue in different
water-based situations.
- Compare their performances with previous
ones and demonstrate improvement to
achieve their personal best

- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and defending

Vocabulary Term 1: Once Upon a Time
teeth, mouth, health, clean, hop, skip, jump,
throw, catch
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
tools, scissors, stapler, stick, climb, forward,
backwards, sideways, left, right

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
levels, motif, rhythm, sequence
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
accuracy, control, attach, defend, speed, try

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
beat, energy, focus, genre, levels
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
attack, forward pass, foul, half way line,
knock on
Teacher-led: Swimming
arm rotation, distance, stamina, strokes:
back, front crawl, breaststroke, butterfly

Sports Coach-led: Dance (Movement)
mirroring, movement, orientation, rhythm
Teacher-led: Tag Rugby (Team Games)
obstruction, tag belts, touch line, try line,
conversion, referee

Term B3 EYFS
Term 1: Julia Donaldson
Term 2: My Blue Planet

KS1
Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports

Teacher-led: Athletics

LKS2
Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports

Teacher-led: Athletics

UKS2
Sports Coach-led: Cricket

Teacher-led: Athletics

Skills Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Hold a pencil or pen correctly and show the
beginnings of a handwriting style
- Select and use small tools that are
appropriate for a task, for example a cotton
bud for making dots
Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Be able to run within a lane for short
distances

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Recap jumping
- Developing jumping
- Jumping circuits: explore how jumping affects
our bodies
- Explore skipping
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Use their bodies and a variety of equipment
with greater control and coordination

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance
- Analyse, modify and refine skills and
techniques
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Run at speed over a distance
- Throw a range of traditional athletic objects
across a distance with accuracy

Sports Coach-led: Cricket
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Consolidate batting, fielding and bowling
- Participate in recognised activities and
games with skills and precision showing
creativity with tactics and strategy
- Strike a ball with a range of bats for
accuracy and distance
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- Throw short distances towards a target with
increasing accuracy
- Catch a ball or bean bag thrown from a short
distance

- Explore and throw a variety of objects with
one hand
- Jump from a stationary position with control
- Change speed and direction whilst running

- Take an accurate run-up to a jumping
activity

Teacher-led: Athletics
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance
- Analyse, modify and refine skills and
techniques

Knowledge for
Retention

Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Know what an accurate pencil or pen grip
looks like
- Understand the basics of a handwriting style
- Know which small tools and large tools are
appropriate for which activity
Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Understand the concept of racing
- Know how to achieve a personal best and
how to build on this

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Identify foods that contain different vitamins
- Know the importance of taking medicines
- Explain how to stay safe in the sun
- Identify the 5 food types
- Begin to understand how to stop germs
- Understand the importance of maintaining
your teeth
- Identify some large bones and muscles
- Identify the importance of our senses
- Understand why the brain, lungs and heart
are important
- Understand how our body heals itself
- Understand that exercise is good for our body
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Recognise and talk about how their body feels
when still and during exercise
- Know that races are run in lanes
- Understand how far some basic athletic
distances are, for example 100m

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Understand what makes a balanced,
healthy diet
- Explain the benefits of regular exercise on
the body
- Know the importance of keeping a healthy
body - taking medicines, using the correct
instructions, cleaning teeth, vitamin D from
the sun but also staying safe
- Understand the functions of the body –
muscles, bones, organs
- Identify stress and stressful situations
- Understand the importance of mental
health
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Know the traditional distances for an
athletic competition
- Understand the setup of a 4 x 100m relay
and the role of the baton
- Understand the basic difference between a
track and a field event

Sports Coach-led: Cricket
- Know the positions in a game of cricket,
for example bowler, fielder, batter
- Understand the role of the backstop and
umpire
- Know the terminology for different
amounts of runs, for example a six or
century
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Use scientific language to explain the
importance of different minerals and
vitamins
- Identify how foods should be eaten for
nutritional purposes and how food can
affect our organs
- Understand how much exercise is
needed to burn off food
- Explain why sleep is so important
- Know what techniques should be
employed for different distances of
running, for example 100m sprint of cross
country
- Know and identify different standard
athletic throwing events, for example shot
put, javelin, hammer throw,
- Know and identify different standard
athletic jumping events, for example high
jump, long jump, triple jump

National Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Develop the foundations of a handwriting
style which is fast, accurate and efficient.
- Use their core muscle strength to achieve a
good posture when sitting at a table or sitting
on the floor.
- Develop their small motor skills so that they
can use a range of tools competently, safely
and confidently. Suggested tools: pencils for

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Master basic movements including running,
jumping, throwing and catching
- Participate in team games, developing simple
tactics for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Master basic movements including running,
jumping, throwing and catching

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and defending
- Take part in outdoor and adventurous
activity challenges both individually and
within a team
Teacher-led: Athletics

Sports Coach-led: Cricket
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Play competitive games, modified where
appropriate, and apply basic principles
suitable for attacking and defending
Teacher-led: Athletics
- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
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drawing and writing, paintbrushes, scissors,
knives, forks and spoons.
Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Confidently and safely use a range of large
and small apparatus indoors and outside,
alone and in a group.
- Develop overall body-strength, balance,
coordination and agility.
- Further develop and refine a range of ball
skills including: throwing, catching, kicking,
passing, batting, and aiming.
- Develop confidence, competence, precision
and accuracy when engaging in activities that
involve a ball.
- Revise and refine the fundamental
movement skills they have already acquired:
rolling, crawling, walking, jumping, running,
hopping, skipping, climbing
- Progress towards a more fluent style of
moving, with developing control and grace.

- Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in combination
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

- Compare their performances with previous
ones and demonstrate improvement to
achieve their personal best

- Develop flexibility, strength, technique,

control and balance

- Compare their performances with
previous ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve their personal
best

Vocabulary Term 1: Julia Donaldson
thick, fine, create, handwriting, neat
Term 2: My Blue Planet
catch, throw, run, jump, lane, compete, race

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
speed, power, tactics, bones, exercise, health,
hygiene, muscles
Teacher-led: Athletics
accuracy, coordination, distance, height, speed

Sports Coach-led: Multi-Sports
aerobic system, cardio, flexibility, lifestyle,
pulse, strength
Teacher-led: Athletics
athlete, baton, hurdles, javelin, long
distance, long jump, relay, sprint

Sports Coach-led: Cricket
boundary, bowled, bowler, catch, century,
innings, no ball, over, wicket, wide
Teacher-led: Athletics
false start, track, field, triple jump, shot
put


